0.33" (8.4 mm)

CC 200 Cable Retractor Adapter Kit
The CC 200 Bracket Kit, part #70-678-10, allows one
or two Cable Retractors to be installed in the
Cable Cubby® 200 enclosure. The bracket kit
adapts the AAP opening of the enclosure to
allow the installation of a Cable Retraction
System for Cable Cubby Enclosures.

(x4)

Planning

CC 200
Bracket

CC 200 Cable
Before installing the adapter, be certain there is
Retractor Bracket Kit
adequate space under the table for the retractable system with the
attached bracket.

Determine the retractor mounting orientation: horizontal or vertical.
If only one retractor is mounted, use a filler module, part #70-678-08
in place of the second retractor.

23.3" (591.8 mm)

If mounting horizontally, the horizontal
bracket kit, part #70-678-00, is required.
NOTE: To prevent objects from impeding
cable retraction, ensure at least
3 inches of clearance from the
exposed cable side of the enclosure.

13.6" (345.4 mm)
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Bracket

Horizontal Mounting Clearance

9.0" (228.6 mm)

3.0"
(76.2 mm)

3.0"
(76.2 mm)

Vertical Mounting Clearance
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Bracket and Retractor Mounting
WARNING:

Disconnect power from the Cable Cubby 200
power module before beginning installation.

3
Mounting Screw
w/Washer (4 plcs)

1. Using the mounting bolt supplied with the CC 200 kit
(1/4-20 x 3 in), mount the CC 200 bracket to the retractor as
shown on the right. Do not overtighten the bolt.
Once the retractor is mounted to the bracket, the assembly can
be installed into the enclosure.

2. The cable stops and connecters may be too large to fit through
the AAP opening at the same time as the retractor. Pull a short
amount of cable out of the retractor and push it through the
AAP opening before installing the retractor/bracket assembly.

2

3. Press the bracket and retractor assembly against the bottom
of the enclosure, lining the bracket holes up with the AAP
mounting holes on the enclosure. Fasten from the top using
the supplied four screws.

CC 200
Bracket

4. Refer to the Cable Retraction System for Cable Cubby

Enclosures User Guide at www.extron.com for further
retractor mounting instructions.
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